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The Need for High Performance
Computing
• High performance computing has created a third mode of scientific
investigation.
• Theoretical analysis
• Physical experimentation
• Computational simulation

• Simulation provides:
•
•
•
•

Efficient exploration of novel approaches to satisfying a design constraint
Linking of sub-systems to explore design trade offs
Optimization at the component level
Risk reduction

Why simulation?
• “… there is overwhelming concurrence that simulation is key to achieving
progress in engineering and science in the foreseeable future.”
– NSF Blue Ribbon Panel on Simulation-Based Engineering Science, May 2006

• “In the swiftly changing and increasingly competitive global
marketplace, innovative design solutions and short product
development cycles that rely on integrated product development
teams armed with computationally based design, engineering
analysis, and manufacturing tools are what give the nation its
competitive edge.”
– Integrated Computational Materials Engineering: A Transformational
Discipline for Improved Competitiveness and National Security, NRC, 2008.
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Council on Competitiveness
• Ford Motor Company
• From Safety Performance to EcoBoost Technology: HPC Enables Innovation and
Productivity at Ford Motor Company

• HPC’s Impact—Return on Investment
• Able to bring new products to market faster combining the use of more advanced
modeling for testing
• Lessons learned and closed-loop processes enable quicker design turn around
• Expanded the “hybrid arena,” increasing virtual capability with physical correlation
• Reduced modeling time with HPC by allowing the teams to try multiple scenarios,
evaluate attribute trade-offs quickly, and determine optimal and creative solutions
early in a program
• HPC has become a key tool enabler for product development to deliver quality,
innovative products faster, meeting the time-to-market customers expect

Council on Competitiveness
• GNS Healthcare

• Bringing the Power of HPC to Drug Discovery and the Delivery of “Smarter” Healthcare

• HPC’s Impact—Return on Investment

• Enables GNS’s “reverse engineering/forward simulation” (REFS™) platform for in silico
experimentation and modeling of genetic and clinical data—a technique applicable in other
domains as well (e.g., financial markets, bioterrorism and advanced military intelligence)
• Reduces the time needed to conduct complex network analysis from months to weeks
• Allows GNS and its partners to be more competitive and profitable
• Permits analysis of far greater quantities of genetic and clinical data, facilitating
breakthroughs not possible with desktop computing or traditional “wet lab” techniques
• Lets scientists address more ambitious projects that were simply not conceivable before HPC
• Creates cost savings that flow down to customers
• Provides ability to produce a quality product virtually, allowing the company to stay
competitive in the global marketplace

Council on Competitiveness
• Dana Holding Corporation

• Optimizing Products and Processes with HPC

• HPC’s Impact—Return on Investment

• Permits Dana’s Sealing Products Group to identify the optimal configuration of layers, metals,
geometries and coatings for their metal gasket products
• Permits the use of larger, more detailed models, speeding up design and analysis time
• Simulations that once took months now can be run in two or three days; other jobs that took
weeks now are completed overnight
• Faster turn around time helps in incorporating experimental design techniques, allowing
greater fine tuning of design aspects and contributing to more successful parts
• Physical prototyping has been substantially reduced resulting in significant savings in time
and money
• Able to share design and other information directly with its customers
• By optimizing its HPC-based engineering capabilities, Dana is maintaining its leadership in
world automotive and other vehicle markets

Council on Competitiveness
• AAI Corporation

• Builds Competitiveness with HPC and the “Black Art” of Computational Fluid
Dynamics

• HPC’s Impact—Return on Investment

• Reduces development cycle for new aircraft and quicker evaluation of modifications
to existing aircraft
• Increases aircraft endurance due to decreased drag and fuel consumption, resulting
in reduced costs per flight hour
• Enables use of CFD to improve integration and cooling of electronics
• Improves comfort of ground station users due to CFD being used to optimize cooling
and reduce noise
• Compresses design cycle, reducing physical prototyping costs and development costs
• Company’s move into new era of advanced UAV design ramped up their competitive
position
• AAI is better able to meet customer requirements with a better product in less time
• Allows AAI to be more nimble and competitive in very fast moving marketplace
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Simulation of waters droplets entering
the EADS-IW cryogenic wind tunnel. Led
the design of the droplet delivery device
using computational methods.

STS-133: Predicted cavity heating

Shadow
June 2014 Top500
somewhere near #200
322 TeraFLOPS

Vision by DOE for Principal Smart Grid
Functional Characteristics
• Self-healing from power disturbance events
• Enabling active participation by consumers in demand response
• Operating resiliently against physical and cyber attack
• Providing power quality for 21st century needs
• Accommodating all generation and storage options
• Enabling new products, services, and markets
• Optimizing assets and operating efficiently
http://energy.gov/oe/technology-development/smart-grid

Grid Challenges… to name a few
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aging infrastructure
Generation availability near load centers – or lack there of
Transmission expansion to meet growing demands
Congestion management
Distributed resources
Dynamic reactive compensation
Grid ownership vs. system operation (or between Countries)
Reliability coordination
Supply and cost of natural resources for generation
Need for oversight or Regulatory Audits
Balancing between resource adequacy, reliability, economics, environmental constraints, and
other public purpose objectives to optimize transmission and distribution resources to meet the
needs of the end users.
Madani, V. and R. L. King, Strategies and Applications to Meet Grid Challenges
and Enhance Power System Performance, DOI 10.1109/PES.2007.386255

Solution approach
CEMSolver

MSUSolver

Bringing together leading research institutions to advance electric ship concepts.
www.esrdc.com
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Validation (example)

Bringing together leading research institutions to advance electric ship concepts.
www.esrdc.com
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Validation

Demonstration of the interaction between CEMSolver and MSUSolver
•

•

•
•
•

•

ATG1’s stator induced voltage (EMF), power relations, and
mechanical speed (measurement location 4, previous slide).
The left column shows the results produced by Simulink while
the column on the right shows the results produced by
CEMSolver.
The impressed electromotive force (EMF) on the machine
stators in both programs are consistent, which suggests the
line voltages for ATG1 computed by CEMSolver are correct, and
that the excitation control solved with MSUSolver returned
acceptable values.
The second row in Fig. 11 shows the power relations in ATG1.
The red waveform shows the mechanical input power to the
machine (prime-mover power computed by MSUSolver).
The lower chart row shows slight differences in the speed
profile for ATG1
After solving the electrical network, CEMSolver sends the
electrical power output of each generator (Pelec trace) to
MSUSolver. MSUSolver takes the electrical power signal from
CEMSolver and solves the equations corresponding to the
same machine’s prime mover and governor controllers.
When the net mechanical power out of the prime mover is
calculated, MSUSolver passes this mechanical power signal
(Pmech trace) back to CEMSolver. When CEMSolver receives the
mechanical power input signal, it integrates the accelerating
power (Paccel = Pmech – Pelec) to calculate rotor speed (lower
magenta trace) using the power-based version of Newton’s
second law for rotational motion.

Pmech

Pelec
Paccel

Bringing together leading research institutions to advance electric ship concepts.
www.esrdc.com

Pelec

Pmech
Paccel
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Computational Engineering Puts the
Emphasis on the Computer as a Tool

Collaborations

Power Systems
Engineer

• Accelerate smart grid realization
•Achieve real time control
•Minimize data handling
•Contribute to both fields

Computational
Engineer

Computational Engineering and
Science
Interdisciplinary degree programs
Applied
mathematics

Computer
science
CME

Engineering
domain

Computational Engineer Meets the
Industry’s Need for Multi-scale, Multiphysics Simulation

• Advanced feedback control schemes using wide-area measurements
• Wide-area monitoring, protection, and control (WAMPAC) systems
• PMUs

• Wide-area visualization techniques
• Accurate and user-friendly tools for system planning and protection
studies

Data Assimilation Challenge
• The challenge in any simulation based control program is to be able to
have data and observations from sensors that can be used to verify
and validate models (physics or empirical based) of the system being
simulated.
• In our case, how do we incorporate real time data (e.g., from PMUs)
directly into simulations of the electric grid to improve predictions of
the system state?
• Forward versus inverse modeling
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Meta-models
• Can we use the resulting trend data and power flow depictions to
understand the time-varying system state, interactions between
protective devices and control components, and other systems
contributing to efficiency and reliability?
• Can this lead to meta-models of the grid for everyday operational
decision-making?
• Over time, researchers will refine these models and with assimilated
real-time observations should be able to predict failures of
components and hence, improve overall grid efficiency and reliability
and realize the vision of a truly smart grid.
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Challenges for Electric Utility Industry
• Acceptance by community of utility of HPC
• Development of multi-scale, multi-physics models of power system
for HPC resources
• Data assimilation techniques for real-time control and wide area
monitoring

